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Social Movement basically sliver bearing with social Lameness' or problem, economic, politics 

and cultural. In decade of this social movement in Indonesia have a lot of experiencing of drastic 

change since former president of second of Soeharto retire from the function as president. Slow 

democracy but surely start can be created, people no longer fear with power in claiming what felt 

rights. In case of mud Lapindo, social movement that happened at victim disaster of hot Mud of 

Lapindo at process of initially more because of problem of compensatory rights for land; ground 

damage, house therewith his building. However at his growth social movement or social 

movements that happened victim disaster of hot Mud Lapindo more specially the people of 

Tanggul angin residence 1 happened not merely because problem of compensatory uncertainty, 

social movement that happened at citizen housing of Secure and prosperous Classy 

Tanggulangin 1 very hand in glove bearing by conspiracy of politic-economy like decision of 

relocation of plus without existence of discussion with victim. The lifting of theme of social 

movement victim of disaster Mud of Lapindo more because want to knoe the process social 

movement that happened the effect of affect natural disaster of negligence cause (corporation 

which in this case is PT. Lapindo Brantas), others the above theme draw to be taken also because 

background overshadow condition of different economy and social education and from people of 

Tanggul angin residence. 

Social movement conceptually is off the cuff movement developed by all victim collision of 

Human right and supported by group like student, self-supporting institute socializes. Social 

movement by itself born because people majority aspiration and requirement about protection of 

Human right and all commitment State to protect Human right frequently in betraying. Therefore 

the people majority need political ways to fight for expected difficult political party and 

parliament cause people rights protection to give protection to small people. Under colors of that, 

hence needed by alternative approach, namely develop movement of Human right as social 

movements. Social movement represent political ways and at one blow as political strength 

oppressed and weak people to emphasize the importance of State bother Human right and 

coincide commitments protection to people and those who is pulled over. In hot Mud disaster 

case of Lapindo that happened in Porong Sidorajo, Commitment State and also the company 

responsibility to bother Human right and side small people make proper questioned and draw to 

be checked. 

In this research is approach used study case, study case represent one of social science research 

method. In this research the data source used data secondary and primary data. As for such 

primary data here is Mud Lapindo disaster victim which have status as Secure and prosperous 

Tanggul Angin residence and become actor from social movement that happened Tanggul Angin 

residence, while such secondary data here is relevant data by the this topic of problem and taken 

away from a media print and also the electronic, and also Tanggul Angin residence which the 

active pros by with refer doing social activity movement. As for method used in data collecting 



of field with interview focused, direct observation, and the documentation. Technique analyzed 

data used by technique analyze descriptive data qualitative. 

In this research can be concluded by social movement that happened Tanggul angina residence I 

loaded basically there will be internal conflict. This matter is happened by the target cause, 

mission and vision from some movement actor a lot of experiencing of difference. For a while 

from government by itself with policy, citizen feel conducted by discriminate and profit Lapindo 

like Perpres 14. On that account to date the compensatory problem become endless problem, 

complicated progressively and do not visit to finish. Social movement which ought to can 

become political movement for victim to claim rights exactly turn into political adventure arena 

for some of movement actor. Hereinafter the matter which cannot be obviated is the happening 

of economy –politic conspiracy between movement actor, power and entrepreneur. If have that 

way hence "natural disaster" that happened in Porong Sidoarjo will generate new disaster that is 

very hard social disaster and non-stooped to have continuation.  
 


